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1.0 Introduction 
The Squire Technologies SVI-DSC (Diameter Signalling Controller) provides diameter routing and 

interworking of protocols for AAA functionality. 

The SVI-DSC is designed to sit in the network to provide the following diameter agent functionality 

 DRA (Diameter Routing Agent) 

 DEA (Diameter Edge Agent) 

 IWF (Interworking Function) 

These different agent functionalities can be run simultaneously on the same SVI-DSC instance 

providing a one fit all solution. 

1.1 SVI-DSC Highlights 

 High Availability  

 Simultaneous delivery of Diameter agent functionality 

 Open TAS (Telephone Application Server) environment for bespoke Interworking and 

business logic 

 Advance Routing 

 Integration into existing OA&M infrastructure 

 Comprehensive collection of performance statistics  

1.2 SVI-DSC solutions 

The following defines some of the available solutions that the SVI-DSC can be configured to provide 

1.2.1 Diameter Routing Agent (DRA) 

The DRA function provides centralised routing of diameter messages between multiple peer 

connections. This removes the overhead of managing a mesh network of multiple client to server, 

point to point connections. All peer connections are terminated on the DRA and messages are 

routed according to the real time analysis of the incoming diameter message. Advance algorithms 

are used in the DRA to increase the QoS of diameter transaction completion. 

1.2.2 Diameter Edge Agent (DEA) 
The DEA function sits between your internal trusted network and the outside world providing 

protection into the trusted network.  The DEA protects against security threats, manages external 

connections into the trusted network and provides Access Control capabilities. 

1.2.3 Load Balancer 

The Load balancer functionality enables network operators to distribute load within the diameter 

network. Various routing algorithms are used to balance the load in the network. 

1.2.4 Interworking Function 
The IWF function provides a protocol interworking point enabling the connection of non-diameter 

capable devices into the diameter signalling plane. 

1.3 About This Document 

This document provides an overview of configuring the SVI-DSC for the diameter aspect of the SVI. 

Before reading this document we encourage you to familiarise yourself with the SVI-MS User Guide  

Should you have any problems using this guide, please contact our Support team via email 

support@squire-technologies.co.uk or by phone on +44 (0) 1305 757314 and they will be happy to 

advise you. 

mailto:support@squire-technologies.co.uk
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2.0 Quick Start Guide 
The following instructions will guide you through how to unpack and set up the SVI product.  Please 

follow them closely before moving onto the configuration sections which follow. 

2.1 Hardware and Software Delivery 
Please read this section if you have purchased the SVI-DSC as a complete server option   

2.1.1 Unpacking the SVI 

Squire Technologies makes every effort to ensure the SVI arrives in perfect condition. However, if 

the packaging or equipment has been damaged in any way, please inform the courier and the 

Squire Technologies support desk as soon as possible. 

2.1.2 Bill of Materials 
The following are provided with this SVI. Please check they are included: 

 Power Cable(s) 

 Crossover Cable 

 SVI Software and User Guide 

 Interface Assignment Diagram 

2.1.3 Setting up for Use 

As a first step, the SVI must be earthed. Then, using the supplied power cord(s), connect the 

power. This should start the SVI automatically. Finally, using the Interface Assignment Diagram you 

have been provided, connect the SVI to the network using the eth0 port (left of eth1).  

2.1.4 IP Address 

If you completed an SVI Installation Checklist, the SVI will be configured with the IP addresses you 

specified and a label attached to the chassis. 

Otherwise, your system will have been shipped with IP 192.168.4.100, netmask 255.255.255.0. 

To change the IP address of the system, refer to the Squire solutions on how to configure a Linux 

server IP address. 

2.2 Software Only Delivery 
If the SVI-DSC has been ordered as a software-only solution the operation team would have 

installed the software onto your identified server. 

2.3 Accessing the SVI 

You will be able to access the unit via a web browser (please note Firefox is the recommended 

browser to work with the SVI feature set).   

Enter the access IP Address of the SVI-DSC and you will see a login screen shown in Figure 1. Please 

note that you may have to allow pop-ups on your browser in order to access the login screen. The 

credentials are as follows:  

The default username is ‘root’ 

and the password is ‘squireSVI’.  

 

 

Figure 1: GUI Login Screen 
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For security it is advised that you change the password of the system. This is described in the "SVI-

MS User Guide". 

Having successfully accessed the SVI-MS you are now ready to move on to the next stage of this user 

guide. 
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3.0 SVI-DSC System Architecture 
3.1 System Elements  

The below diagram shows the relevant system elements that are used to provide a complete 

integrated DSC system. The elements comprise of SVI-DSC elements and optional third party 

provided elements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1.1 SVI-DSC Elements 

The following specifies the SVI-DSC elements 

3.1.1.1 SVI-

Monitor/Securi

ty 

The SVI-Monitor/Security elements, monitors the health of the system to capture exceptions that 

may occur on individual elements within the system on a single or redundant architecture. If the 

monitor detects an issue with a process its pre-defined logic will identify the issue and apply the 

appropriate action to maintain uptime. 

3.1.1.2 SVI-SS 

The SVI-SS is the main core signalling element which provides the core DSC functionality. 

3.1.1.3 SVI-MS  

The SVI-MS element controls the configuration and OAM operations between the SVI-SS and the 

Web-Server.  
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3.1.1.4 DNS 

Assignment of the Remote Peers IP address is performed either by the internal DNS server or can be 

assigned through a third party DNS server. 

3.1.1.5 SVI-TAS  

The SVI-TAS element provides access to the protocol layer at the SVI-SS layer allowing for user 

definition of service logic. 

3.1.1.6 SVI-DB  

The SVI-DB is a MYSQL database containing statistics and data records which can be accessed 

externally through native SQL to provide statistical data to third party monitoring devices. 

3.1.1.7 OAM Telnet 

A low layer command line telnet interface is provided into the SVI-SS element allowing for low level 

interrogation of the SVI-SS resources. 

3.1.1.8 SNMP-Daemon  

A SNMP-Daemon is provided for external SNMP monitors to receive traps and obtain statistical 

information from the SVI-SS. 

3.1.1.9 Web-Server 

The Web-Server provides a graphical interface into the SVI-DSC for configuration, maintenance and 

statistical analysis of the SVI-DSC 

3.1.1.10 Dictionarie

s  

The dictionaries define the format and syntax of the protocol messages for the SVI-SS and the TAC 

environment 

3.1.1.11 Log Files 

The SVI provides detailed log files for debugging purposes. This includes Wireshark files that can be 

produced to assist with protocol analysis. 

3.1.1.12 XML 

Configuration 

The SVI-DSC uses a set of XML configuration files to internally configure the SVI-DSC. 

3.1.2 Third Party Elements 

The following lists optional third party elements that can be integrated onto the SVI-SS through 

common and defined APIs.  

3.1.2.1 OA&M Monitor 

Third party monitors can be connected to the SVI-DSC to monitor the health and performance of 

the SVI-DSC. The SVI-DSC has a number of interfaces into it including, SNMP, SQL and access into 

the Linux file system. 

3.1.2.2 Web Browser 

Any third party web browser can be used to access the SVI-DSC’s graphical OA&M interface. For 

best performance Squire recommends using Firefox. 
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3.1.2.3 TAC 

Applications  

The TAC applications connect to the SVI-DSC over sockets and receives from the signalling plane 

identified protocol messages allowing for the development of third party applications. Squire 

provides a range of python development environments allowing for the fast deployment of new 

services. 

3.1.2.4 Orchestration  

The SVI-DSC is a software only solution that can be added into a virtual or NFV environment. The 

SVI-DSC can integrate into any orchestration software by using the defined interfaces allowing for 

real-time DSC instance deployment, configuration and management. 

3.2 Redundancy   
The SVI-DSC can be deployed in a dual plane redundant architecture providing two active planes 
controlled under a single configuration interface. 
 
The SVI-DSC in a redundant mode contains two planes. The diameter component on each plane is 
working in an active/active environment. The OA&M access elements of the SVI work in a 
worker/standby environment with a common VIP address shared across the two planes with the 
worker plane having current control of the VIP. 
 
This redundant architecture is shown below. 
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3.2.1 Diameter Configuration  
Each of the planes has a direct peer to peer connection between the two planes. Each plane has its 
own routing table that defines the primary routing to the external peers and a secondary route to 
the other plane if all external peer connections are unavailable.  
 
 

3.2.2 Failover Behaviour 

If the SVI-Security/Monitor element detects an issue on the worker plane a failover to the 

secondary plane occurs. This will cause the peer connections to the failed plane to disconnect. The 

Peer Clients will detect this failure and reattempt any outstanding transactions through the 

alternate plane. 

3.2.3 OA&M access  

The worker plane controls the VIP address for OA&M access including SNMP, GUI, telnet, etc. Any 

external device that is connecting into the OA&M access pool using the VIP address will always be 

connected to the worker plane. 

The SQL Databases on each plane work in a Master/Master environment that ensure the two 

databases are synched.    
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3.3 Diameter Elements 
The following diagram shows the system architecture in relationship to the Diameter configurable 

resources on the SVI-DSC for setting up peers and routing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3.1 Plane 

This resource controls the instance of the SVI-DSC which the diameter stack is associated with. In a 

redundant environment there will be two planes, one for each instance of the redundant 

architecture. 

3.3.2 Diameter Stack 

This resource controls the Diameter Base Protocol Stack. There is one instance of the Diameter 

stack for each plane of the system. 

3.3.3 Local Peer  
The Local Peer resource defines the SVI-DSC’s peer connections. Each local peer can be within its 

own realm allowing for virtualisation of the DSC into multiple realms. Multiple local peer resources 

can be applied to a single Diameter stack 

3.3.4 Remote Peer 

The remote peer resource specifies the external diameter peers that the SVI-DSC will form a local 

peer to remote peer relationship with. The Remote peers can either be a client or server 

connection. Multiple remote peers can be associated with a single parent local peer. 

3.3.5 Routing Table 
The routing table resource defines the routing of the messages through the DSC. Multiple routing 

entries can be defined. To match a single routing table a best match is performed on three fields 
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from the Diameter request message, Application Id, Destination Realm and Destination Host. Not all 

of these diameter fields need to be defined in the routing table entry with a best match made on 

the table with the most field matches. 

3.3.6 Transport Layer and DNS  

The transport layer IP addresses are setup using either the local DNS or an external DNS server can 

be used. 

The DNS server will specify the local peer’s listening sockets for SCTP and/or TCP and also for a 

Server Remote peer, its listening ports for SCTP and TCP. 
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4.0 Basic Configuration Details 
To help you make the most of this User Guide this section will provide details on what is pre-

configured on your SVI product and what you will need to configure. It will also briefly explain some 

of the terms that are used throughout the User Guide, and we advise using this section as a first 

reference point in the event of difficulty in the setup process.  

4.1 Factory Configuration 

The SVI-DSC unless factory preconfigured from a completed checklist will be delivered with a basic 

configuration of  

 Diameter Stack: Single Instance of Diameter Stack 

 Local Peer: Single Instance of Local Peer 

 Remote Peer: One instance of a Client Agent and one instance of a Server Agent 

 Routing Table: Single entry to route from the Client to the Server Agent. 

4.2 Key Terms 

The following is a list of some of the basic terms you will come across in this user guide, and what 

they mean: 

Resources: Resources are components of the product. For example, a diameter peer is 

a resource. 

Wizards:  As there are many resources with potentially hundreds of attributes, the 

SVI-MS provides Wizards for setting up the most common configuration 

elements. These Wizards allow the configuration of one or more resources 

at once with a simplified interface. 

Derived Resources: Derived Resources is the term given to resources that are directly 

configured by other Resources and Wizards. Where a Derived Resource is 

mentioned, this user guide will direct you to an Appendix for an exact 

definition of the resource in question. 

Save and Commit: The SVI-MS differentiates between “Save” and “Commit”. You can save 

changes to the SVI, but they will not impact the system until such time as 

you commit them, or the system is restarted. 
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5.0 Diameter Dictionaries 
The SVI-DSC uses diameter dictionaries to define Diameter messages, AVP formats, AVP contents 

ENUM resolution and other standard value to text conversion. 

With this open approach the SVI-DSC can process any Diameter message which is defined in the 

Dictionary and is compliant to the diameter base protocol message format. 

The SVI-DSC is not affected if a diameter message or AVP is not defined in the dictionary. 

5.1 Diameter dictionary Format 

The diameter dictionary has two main XML file formats. The first is the diameter XML definition file 

which specifies the format of the Diameter Messages. Multiple of these files exist containing 

different diameter interface specifications. The SVI-DSC is supplied with many already defined 

interfaces.  

The second file is the Diameter Dictionary that contains a list of the diameter XML definition files 

that should be loaded into the SVI-DSC. 

5.1.1 Diameter Dictionary 

The diameter dictionary contains a list of the diameter XML definition files that are to be used by 

the SVI-DSC. Below an example of a diameter dictionary is shown. 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is recommended to only include the interfaces that are required for the actual interconnect to 

achieve best performance of the SVI-DSC. Receiving Messages that are not defined in the dictionary 

will not affect performance. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

 

<diameterDictionary> 

 <dictionaryXmlFile name="/usr/share/wireshark/diameter/AlcatelLucent.xml" /> 

 <dictionaryXmlFile name="/usr/share/wireshark/diameter/ChinaTelecom.xml" /> 

 <dictionaryXmlFile name="/usr/share/wireshark/diameter/dictionary.xml" /> 

 <dictionaryXmlFile name="/usr/share/wireshark/diameter/Ericsson.xml" /> 

 <dictionaryXmlFile name="/usr/share/wireshark/diameter/gqpolicy.xml" /> 

 <dictionaryXmlFile name="/usr/share/wireshark/diameter/mobileipv4.xml" /> 

 <dictionaryXmlFile name="/usr/share/wireshark/diameter/nasreq.xml" /> 

 <dictionaryXmlFile name="/usr/share/wireshark/diameter/Nokia.xml" /> 

 <dictionaryXmlFile name="/usr/share/wireshark/diameter/SKT.xml" /> 

 <dictionaryXmlFile name="/usr/share/wireshark/diameter/TGPPGmb.xml" /> 

 <dictionaryXmlFile name="/usr/share/wireshark/diameter/TGPPS9.xml" /> 

 <dictionaryXmlFile name="/usr/share/wireshark/diameter/Vodafone.xml" /> 

 <dictionaryXmlFile name="/usr/share/wireshark/diameter/chargecontrol.xml" /> 

 <dictionaryXmlFile name="/usr/share/wireshark/diameter/Cisco.xml" /> 

 <dictionaryXmlFile name="/usr/share/wireshark/diameter/eap.xml" /> 

 <dictionaryXmlFile name="/usr/share/wireshark/diameter/etsie2e4.xml" /> 

 <dictionaryXmlFile name="/usr/share/wireshark/diameter/imscxdx.xml" /> 

 <!-- <dictionaryXmlFile name="/usr/share/wireshark/diameter/mobileipv6.xml" 

/> --> 

 <dictionaryXmlFile 

name="/usr/share/wireshark/diameter/NokiaSiemensNetworks.xml" /> 

 <dictionaryXmlFile name="/usr/share/wireshark/diameter/sip.xml" />   

 <dictionaryXmlFile name="/usr/share/wireshark/diameter/sunping.xml" /> 

 <dictionaryXmlFile name="/usr/share/wireshark/diameter/TGPPRx.xml" /> 

 <dictionaryXmlFile name="/usr/share/wireshark/diameter/TGPPSh.xml" /> 

</diameterDictionary> 
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5.1.2 Diameter XML Definition Files 

The SVI-DSC comes with a large repository of existing Diameter XML definition files. These files can 

be expanded or additional vendor messages can be added by creating a new file of the same 

format. 

5.1.2.1 Format 

The following section describes the XML format of the Diameter XML definition files 

5.1.2.1.1 Dictionary Element 

The top level <dictionary> element contains the message definitions 

Name Type Repeat Description 

Command Element yes This element specifies the diameter command  
 
Element: Command  
 

Vendor Element Yes This element specifies the vendor identities  
 
Element: Vendor 

Avp Element Yes This element specifies the AVPs. 
 
Element: AVP 

 

5.1.2.1.2 Command Element 

The <command> element defines the diameter header  

Name Type Repeat Description 

Name Attribute 
 
String 

No This contains a unique name for the AVP 
 

Code Attribute 
 
Integer 

No This contains the header code value for the AVP  

Vendor-id Attribute 
 
String 

No This contains the name of the vendor that this 
message is associated to. 
 
Default :none 

 

5.1.2.1.3 Vendor Element 

The <vendor> element defines the vendor identities  

Name Type Repeat Description 

Vendor-id Attribute 
 
String 

No This contains a unique name for the vendor identity 
used within the dictionary 
 

Code Attribute 
 
Integer 

No This contains the integer value of the vendor identity   

name Attribute 
 
String 

No This contains the full name of the vendor identity. 
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5.1.2.1.4 AVP element 

The <avp> element defines the avp profile  

Name Type Repeat Description 

Name Attribute 
 
String 

No This contains a unique name for the AVP used within 
the dictionary 
 

Code Attribute 
 
Integer 

No This contains the integer value of the AVP code 

Mandatory Attribute 
 
ENUM 

No This specifies the AVPs (M) mandatory bit of the AVP 
flags 
 
Must : bit present 
Mustnot: bit not present 

May-encrypt Attribute 
 
ENUM 

No This specifies if the AVPs can be encrypted 
 
Yes : can be encrypted 
No: cannot be encrypted 

Protected Attribute 
 
ENUM 

No This specifies the AVPs protected bit of the AVP flags 
 
May : bit present 
Maynot: bit not present 

Vendor-bit Attribute 
 
ENUM 

No This specifies the AVPs vendor bit of the AVP flags 
 
Must : bit present 
Mustnot: bit not present 

Vendor-Id Attribute 
 
String 

No Contains the dictionary <vendor> identity of the 
AVP. The vendor-but must be set to must if this field 
is present 

Type Element No Contains the type of the AVP 
 
Element: Type 

Enum Element Yes Specifies the Enum list associated with the contents 
of the AVP 
 
Element: ENUM 
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5.1.2.1.5 Type element 

The <type> element defines the format type of the AVP.   

Name Type Repeat Description 

Type-name Attribute 
 
String 

No This contains format type of the AVP 
 

 OctetString 

 UTF8String 

 IPAddress 

 DiameterIdentity 

 IPFilterRule 

 QOSFilterRule 

 MIPRegistrationRequest 

 Integer32 

 Integer64 

 Unsigned32 

 Time 

 Unsigned64 

 Enumerated 

 DiameterURI 

 

5.1.2.1.6 ENUM element 

The <enum> element defines the valid ENUM values allowed against the AVP  

Name Type Repeat Description 

Name Attribute 
 
String 

No This contains a unique name for the ENUM  

Code Attribute 
 
Integer 

No Contains the integer value of the ENUM 
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6.0 Setting up The Diameter Interconnect 
This section describes how to configure the Diameter component of the SVI-DSC. 

6.1 Diameter Stack 
The Diameter Stack resource controls the Diameter Base Protocol on the SVI-DSC. One instance of 

the Diameter stack is applied to a single plane of the SVI-DSC. 

6.1.1 Attributes 

The Diameter Stack has the following configurable attributes 

Attribute Description Type Values Cfg 
action 

Description Unique name for each 
resource instance 

String   

Status Specifies the status of the 
resource 

Enum Niu 
Oos 
Start 
Ins 

SC 

Options Options for resource BitMask SNMP-Trap 
 
Default : 0 

RT 

Dictionary XML document containing 
dictionary of Diameter 
Messages and AVPS. 
Schema 
/home/squire/ssme/.schema/
dia_dictionary.xsd 

String Location of XML document RT  

Debug Controls the debugging levels 
in the Diameter stack 

BitMask Err: General errors   
Info: High level configuration 
and state changes of peer FSM 
  
Critical: Failures due to 
abnormal conditions 
 
Eng: Used to follow path 
through stack 
 
Oam: Used to following 
routing through stack 
 
Message: Used to print high 
level message flow through 
stack 
 
Message+: Used with Message 
to show verbose detail of 
message 
 
TDR: Used to print out TDR 
generation 
 
TDR+: Used with TDR to print 
out verbose TDR generation 
 
Default: None 

RT 

Tperiodic Specifies the granularity of 
the time that a call is made 
into the DiameterStack for 

Msecs 0 off 
Default 1sec 

RT 
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timer expiries.  

TPcncts TBA    

Plane Specifies the plane that this 
stack is running on  

Enum Pref:  
Npref: 
 
Default Pref 

MR 

TDRs Specifies whether transaction 
data records need to be 
generated for transactions 
going through this diameter 
stack  
Global switch for the SQL TDR 
mechanism. further 
granularity is available by 
using the Transaction Result 
and Result-Code 
whitelist/blacklist 

Enum On 
Off 
 
Default: on 

RT 

Transactio
n result 
whitelist 

The types of transaction 
results that will result in a 
TDR entry 

Enum All 
Success 
No Route 
Invalid Packet 
Invalid Msg 
Loop Detected 
Reattempt 
Timeout 
Throttled 
Timeout 
Peer Disconnect 
Texpiry 
Ignore 

RT 

Result-
Code 
whitelist 

Transactions with this 
Diameter Result-Code will 
have a TDR entry 

String  RT 

Result-
Code 
blacklist 

Transactions with this 
Diameter Result-Code will not 
have a TDR entry 

String  RT 

Session 
Hash-Size 

Size of the Session-Binding 
hash table 

Integer 
(32bit) 

Default 5000 MR 

Interfaces 
to Bind 

For future use String  RT 

Maximum 
Session 
Duration 

Maximum duration of a session 
binding - in minutes 

Minutes Default 60 RT 

 

6.1.2 Showing Configured Diameter Stacks 

To see the current configured diameter stacks configured through a wizard go to Configuration > 

Wizards > Diameter > Diameter Stack. A table is displayed showing the current configured local 

peers 
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6.1.3 Configuring a New Diameter Stack 

To configure a new diameter stack through the diameter stack wizard navigate to Configuration > 

Wizards > Diameter > Diameter Stack >  

The following form will appear. 

 

Enter into the form the following data 

1) In name add in a unique memorable name for the diameter stack 

2) Add in the name if the Diameter Dictionary to be used. 

3) Set Tperiodic to be 1 

4) Set TPcncts to be 5 

5) Select from the drop down list the plane which this stack is associated to. 

 

To save the configuration, select the               button. 

 

6.1.3.1 Configuring 

Additional 

Diameter 

Stack 

Information 

The diameter stack wizard creates an instance of the diameter stack resource. Additional attributes 

may be associated with the resources that are not viewable through the wizard. The wizard will 

configure these attributes to a default operational value.  

If the user wants to change these values then the following steps are taken. Navigate to 

Configuration > Wizards > Diameter > Diameter Stack and select the local peer to have extra 

configuration. 

At the bottom of the form is an expandable window   

If this field is expanded the following extra information is displayed 
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Select the resource name which requires the extra configuration and the full resource configuration 

form is displayed 

 

The user can now configure the extra available attributes associated with the diameter stack 

resource. 

Any attributes that have been configured through the wizard are not available to be configured in 

this form. 

When the configuration changes have been made the changes can be saved by pressing the  

    button. 

To add the newly configured local peer to the system, select the                  button.   

6.2 Local Peer Resource 
The Local Peer resource specifies the local peer resource on the SVI-DSC.  

6.2.1 Attributes 

The Local Peer Resource has the following configurable attributes 

Attribute Description Type Values Cfg 
action 

Description Unique name for each 
resource instance 

String   

Status Specifies the status of the 
resource 

Enum Niu 
Oos 
Start 
Ins 

SC 

Diameter Specifies the Diameter Stack Resource  MR 
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Stack resource that the local peer 
belongs to. 

Pointer 

Options Options for resource BitMask SNMP-Trap 
 
Default : 0 

RT 

Realm Identifies local peer’s realm 
name 

String  RT 

Host Identifies local peer’s host 
name 

String  RT 

AcctAppIds String identifying Accounting 
Application IDs supported by 
local peer.  
 

String Provided as integer list with 
vendor specific application Id 
formatted as vid:appid. 
i.e. 1,2,1234567:100 

RT 

AuthAppIds String identifying 
Authentication Application IDs 
supported by local peer.  
 

String  Provided as integer list with 
vendor specific application Id 
formatted as vid:appid. 
i.e. 1,2,1234567:100 

RT 

Stats 
Timer 

time (in sec) between updates 
of the Local Peer Statistics 

Seconds Default 10 seconds RT 

Conn Id TBA NS   

TCP Config Optional attached resource 
which sets protocol-specific 
configuration (protocol 
options etc) 

Resource 
(IP) 

 MR 

SCTP 
Config 

Optional attached resource 
which sets protocol-specific 
configuration (protocol 
options etc) 

Resource 
(SCTP) 

 MR 

     

     

     

 

6.2.2 Showing Configured Local Peers 
To see the current configured peers configured through a wizard go to Configuration > Wizards > 

Diameter > Local Peer. A table is displayed showing the current configured local peers 

 

 

 

 

6.2.3 Configuring a New Local Peer 
To configure a new local peer through the local peer wizard navigate to Configuration > Wizards > 

Diameter > Local Peer >  
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The following form will appear. 

 

Enter into the form the following data 

1) In name add in a unique memorable name for the local peer 

2) Select from the Diameter Stack the name of the diameter stack that is configured on the 

plane that the local peer resides on 

3) In the Realm field enter the name of the realm for the local peer 

4) In the Host field enter the host name of the local peer 

5) In the Auth AppIDs field enter in the authentication application identifiers that the local 

peer supports in an integer list with application specific authentication application Ids 

added in the syntax “vendor id value:application id value” 

6) In the Acct AppIDs field enter in the accounting application identifiers that the local peer 

supports in an integer list with application specific accounting application Ids added in the 

syntax “vendor id value:application id value” 

To save the configuration, select the               button. 
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6.2.3.1 Configuring 

Additional 

Local Peer 

Information 

The local peer wizard creates an instance of the local peer resource. Additional attributes may be 

associated with the resources that are not viewable through the wizard. The wizard will configure 

these attributes to a default operational value.  

If the user wants to change these values then the following steps are taken. Navigate to 

Configuration > Wizards > Diameter > Local Peer and select the local peer to have extra 

configuration. 

At the bottom of the form is an expandable window   

If this field is expanded the following extra information is displayed 

 

Select the resource name which requires the extra configuration and the full resource configuration 

form is displayed 

 

The user can now configure the extra available attributes associated with the local peer resource. 

Any attributes that have been configured through the wizard are not available to be configured in 

this form. 

When the configuration changes have been made the changes can be saved by pressing the  

    button. 
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To add the newly configured local peer to the system, select the                  button.   

 

6.3 Remote Peer Resource 
The Remote Peer resource specifies the remote peer resource which the SVI-DSC will be connect 

with.  

6.3.1 Attributes 

The Remote Peer Resource has the following configurable attributes 

Attribute Description Type Values Cfg 
action 

Description Unique name for each 
resource instance 

String   

Status Controls the status of the 
local peer 

State 
R/W/NS 

NIU,OOS,Start Status 
Control 

Flags Flags for the remote peer Flags 
R/NG 

  

Options Options for resource BitMask 0 
SNMP-Trap 
Default:0 

Real 
time  

Realm Name of the remote peers 
realm 

String 
Max:MaxN
ame 

 Restart 

Host Host name of the remote peer String 
Max:MaxN
ame 

 Restart 

Host for 
DNS 

Host name to be used for DNS 
lookup for this peer. Host 
name used in messages will be 
taken from Host attribute. 

String 
Max:MaxN
ame 

 Restart 

Tevent Value of Base Protocol Tevent 
timer 

Seconds 0:off 
Default 10 seconds 

RealTi
me 

Twinit Value of Base Protocol Twinit 
timer for Diameter Watchdog 
procedure 

Seconds 0: off 
Default 30 seconds 

RealTi
me 

Ttrans The transaction timer in 
seconds. Every ttrans seconds 
outstanding transactions on 
this peer are checked to see if 
they have expired 

Seconds 0: off 
Default 1 second 

RealTi
me 

Stats 
Timer  

Timer indicating interval 
between collection of 
diameter peer statistics. 

Seconds 0: off 
Default 10 seconds 

RealTi
me 

Cstats XML document specifying 
incoming rate restrictions into 
peer 
Schema 
/home/squire/ssme/.schema/
CSTATS.xsd 

XML file  RealTi
me 

Peer Group Identifies a group of peers 
that can process each other 
sessions. Defaults to 0 which 
means all peers are in the 
same group 

Integer(3
2 bit) 

Default: 0 RealTi
me 
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Peer Flags Specifies the side remote end 
is acting as with respect to 
the SVI-DSC 

Enum Remote Server 
Remote Client 
Secured 
Local 

Restart 

Local Peer The local peer resource to be 
used by this remote peer 
connection 

Resource 
(Diameter 
Local 
Peer) 

 Restart 

LConn Id Internal value of local 
connection Id. Read only 
attribute. 

Integer(3
2bit) 

 N/A 

RConn Id Internal value of the remote 
connection Id. Read only 
attribute. 

Integer(3
2bit) 

 N/A 

Que Internal value of the socket 
number. Read only attribute. 

Integer(1
6bit) 

 N/A 

Throttle XML document specifying 
incoming rate restrictions into 
peer 
Schema 
/home/squire/ssme/.schema/
CSTATS.xsd 

XML file  RealTi
me 

TCP Config Optional attached resource 
which sets protocol-specific 
configuration (local 
port/interface / protocol 
options etc) 

Resource 
(IP) 

 MR 

SCTP 
Config 

Optional attached resource 
which sets protocol-specific 
configuration (local 
port/interface / protocol 
options etc) 

Resource 
(SCTP) 

 MR 

DSSME Xml The resource containing the 
DSSME XML configuration 

Resource 
(XML) 

 MR 
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6.3.2 Showing Configured Remote Peers 
To see the current configured peers configured through a wizard go to Configuration > Wizards > 

Diameter > Remote Peer. A table is displayed showing the current configured remote peers 

 

6.3.3 Configuring a New Remote Peer 
To configure a new remote peer through the remote peer wizard navigate to Configuration > 

Wizards > Diameter > Remote Peer >  

The following form will appear. 

 

Enter into the form the following data 

1) In name add in a unique memorable name for the remote peer 

2) In the Realm field enter the name of the realm for the remote peer 

3) In the Host field enter the host name of the remote peer 

4) From the peer flags select either Client if the remote peer is a Client Agent connection, or 

Server if the remote peer is a Server Agent connection. 

5) Select from the Local Peer drop down list the name of the local peer resource that the 

remote peer will be associated with. 

To save the configuration, select the               button. 
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6.3.3.1 Configuring 

Additional 

Remote Peer 

Information 

The remote peer wizard creates an instance of the remote peer resource. Additional attributes may 

be associated with the resources that are not viewable through the wizard. The wizard will 

configure these attributes to a default operational value.  

If the user wants to change these values then the following steps are taken. Navigate to 

Configuration > Wizards > Remote Peer and select the remote peer to have extra configuration. 

At the bottom of the form is an expandable window   

If this field is expanded the following extra information is displayed 

 

Select the resource name which requires the extra configuration and the full resource configuration 

form is displayed 

 

The user can now configure the extra available attributes associated with the remote peer 

resource. 

Any attributes that have been configured through the wizard are not available to be configured in 

this form. 

When the configuration changes have been made the changes can be saved by pressing the  

    button. 
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To add the newly configured remote peer to the system, select the                  button.   

6.3.4 Status of Peer to Peer Connection 

The SVI-MS provides the ability to easily display the status of the peer to peer connections. 

Navigating to the Status Tab will show the current resources that have been setup to display status. 

 

In the above example the table Remote Peer Status shows the status of the currently configured 

peer to peer connections. 

To identify the name of the remote peer resource the cursor can be hovered over a particular 

instance.  

To inspect the configuration of this remote peer resource the status instance is clicked. 

6.3.5 Take a Peer to Peer connection Out Of Service. 

An existing peer to peer connection can be disconnected via the SVI-MS by navigating to 

Configuration > Resources > Remote Peer. 

 

Select in the left column the peers which are needed to be taken out of service and select                                          

To return the peer to peer connection back into service, select  
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6.4 Peer Incoming Request Throttling 
The SVI-DSC allows for throttling on incoming transaction request to be setup against an incoming 

peer. The throttling allows for the setup of multiple throttling criteria (CSNAP) to be configured 

against a peer.  

The following diagram shows the flow for an incoming request when throttling is applied 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.4.1 Queue 

The queue is either in a state of congestion or non-congestion. If the queue is in congestion the 

incoming requests from the remote peer will be added to the queue. The size of the queue is 

determined by queuesize, if the queue size is exceeded any additional requests can be rejected 

with a configurable Result-Code. 

6.4.2 CSNAP 

The CSNAP elements allow for multiple definitions of number of transactions over a given timed 

period. Each CSNAP element has actions defined against it to determine how the request should be 

handled if the individual CSNAP is fired. These actions include queue, ignore or reject back with a 

given Result-Code. 

The CSNAP elements pop requests from the FIFO queue and inspect if any of the throttling criteria 

have been fired. 

6.4.2.1 Reject 

If the CSNAP’s action is to reject, the request will be rejected back with the defined Result-Code 

6.4.2.2 Ignore 

If the CSNAP’s action is to ignore, the request will be dropped 

6.4.2.3  Queue 

If the CSNAP’s action is to queue, the request will be pushed back onto the queue at the top of the 

queue 

6.4.3 Throttling Examples 
These three examples can be run in parallel to manage access control 

Remote Peer 

(Client) 

 

Remote Peer 

(Server) 

Queue 

CSNAP 

CSNAP 

Routing Table  

Remote Peer 
(Server) CSNAP 

Reject/Ignore 

Request 

Reject 

Request Queue Continue 
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6.4.3.1 Transaction 

Request per 

second 

throttling 

A CSNAP can be configured to only allow a remote peer to send in at a given rate. If this rate is 

exceeded the incoming requests will be queued. 

6.4.3.2 Overflow 

Congestion 

This configuration would only allow transactions to be processed in up to a certain rate over a time 

period. If this rate is exceeded during a period of time, any new requests during this period will be 

rejected back with a given Result-Code (DIAMETER_RESOURCES_EXCEEDED). 

6.4.3.3 Traffic 

Limitation 

This configuration would only allow a number of incoming requests in total over a day or week 

period. This allows for limitation of agreed daily limits. 

6.4.4 Configuring Throttling 

The cstats attribute is an XML configuration type. 

6.4.4.1 Elements 

The following XML elements are used to configure throttling 

Element Description 

CSTATS Top XML layer  

INCOMING Child of CSTATS defining the queue attributes, only single instance 
allowed 

CSNAP Child of INCOMING element defining the CSNAP attributes. Multiple 
instances of this element are allowed 

 

6.4.4.2 Element’s 

Attributes 

The following section defines the element’s attributes 

6.4.4.2.1 INCOMING 

 

Attribute Description Type Values 

name Unique name for each element 
instance 

String  

maxqueue This is the maximum number of 
incoming requests allowed to be 
queued 

Integer Default 0 

tsample   Default 1000 

maxqueuereject This attribute defines the Result-Code 
that will be rejected back in an 
Answer message if the queue reaches 
its maximum level 

Integer Valid Diameter 
Result-Cause 

 

6.4.4.2.2 CSNAP 
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Attribute Description Type Values 

name Unique name for each element 
instance 

String  

id Unique integer id for each 
element instance 

Integer  

tsample The sample time period of the 
collection of data  

msecs  

count  The maximum number of 
collected data during Tsample 

Integer  

type The type of CSNAP data that is 
to be collected 

ENUM Count: Individual 
transaction requests 
Bandwidth: Not Supported 
Monitor: Not Supported 

action The action that will be applied 
to the incoming request of the 
CSNAP is fired 

ENUM Queue: Add request to 
queue 
Reject: Reject back with 
Answer with Result-Code set 
to cause 
Ignore: Drop request 

cause If action is set to Reject this is 
the contents of the Result-Code 
AVP 

Integer Valid diameter Result-Code 

 

6.4.5 Example XML  

 

 

 

 

 

  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

 

<CSTATS xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="C:\Users\jemett\Documents\CSTATS.xsd"> 

 <INCOMING name="ic" maxqueue="200" tsample="1000" maxquereject="5006"> 

     <CSNAP name="Throttle" id="0" tsample="1000" count="10" type="Count" action="Queue"/> 

     <CSNAP name="Congestion" id="1" tsample="1000" count="25" type="Count" action="Reject" 

cause="5006"/> 

 </INCOMING> 

</CSTATS> 
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6.5 Configuring IP Addresses 
The IP addresses of the Peer nodes are configured through DNS for both the local and remote peers. 

The IP address information can either be obtained from the on board locally configured DNS server 

or via an external third party DNS server. 

The following diagram shows the relationships of the DNS configuration files allowing for the setup 

of peer IP addresses. 

 

 

 

 

 

6.5.1 Resolv.conf 
The resolv.conf file is for the setting up and configuration of the location of the DNS server and 

alternate DNS servers. 

This information is located in /etc/resolv.conf. To access this file logon to the plane through an 

SSH session and type at the command line 

vi /etc/resolv.conf 

The following will be displayed 

 

 

 

The nameserver field contains the IP address of the DNS server that should be contacted to try to 

resolve the DNS request.  

Multiple nameserver fields can be added to provide alternate DNS servers. In the above example 

the local DNS server is specified as 127.0.0.1 

6.5.2 Named.conf 
The DNS server domain name space is split up into multiple zones. A zone needs to be setup for the 

specific handling of the diameter realm space.  This is identified in /etc/named.conf 

To access this information logon to the plane through an SSH session and type at the command line 

vi /etc/named.conf 

The section that is off interest in this file is the included zone files as shown below. 

 

 

nameserver 127.0.0.1 
; generated by /usr/sbin/dhclient-script 
nameserver 8.8.8.8 

search localdomain 

include "/etc/named.rfc1912.zones"; 
include "/etc/named.root.key"; 

include "/etc/named/squire.diameter.zones"; 

resolv.conf named.conf zones 

realm 

realm 

realm 
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The file of interest for setting up the diameter peer information is located in 

/etc/named/squire.diameter.zones. 

6.5.3 Configuring Zones 

The zones file breaks each realm into separate realm files for configuration. 

Open with vi the file /etc/named/squire.diameter.zones  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Each realm that is required in the interconnect needs to be specified as a zone in this file. A 

separate file is then defined for each realm’s peers. The name of this file is specified in the file “” 

attribute. 

  

zone "realma.com" IN { 
                type master; 
                file "realma.com"; 
                allow-update { none; }; 
        }; 
 
zone "realmb.com" IN { 
                type master; 
                file "realmb.com"; 
                allow-update { none; }; 
        }; 
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6.5.4 Configuring the Realm’s Peers 
The realm files contain all peers transport connections that are within a given realm. 

The realm files are located in directory /var/named 

A typical realm file looks like the following 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The realm files are structured into the following DNS records, NAPTR, SRV and A records. 

The line $ORIGIN should contain the name of the realm that is being configured. 

6.5.4.1 NAPTR Records 

The NAPTR records contain a list of all listening peers within the realm including the SVI.  

6.5.4.1.1 Specifying a TCP Peer listening socket  

To add in a TCP peer listening socket the following line is added to the NAPTR records 

 

The host name of the peer is added in the highlighted area. This can be either the local or remote 

peer host name 

$ORIGIN realm.com. 
$TTL 1W 
@                       1D IN SOA       localhost. root.localhost. ( 
                                        2006101001      ; serial 
                                        3H              ; refresh 
                                        15M             ; retry 
                                        1W              ; expiry 
                                        1D )            ; minimum 
 
                        1D IN NS        ns 
ns                      1D IN A         127.0.0.1 
 
ocs1                   1D IN A         192.168.4.100 
ocs2                   1D IN A         192.168.4.101 
pref                   1D IN A         192.168.4.123 
npref                  1D IN A         192.168.4.124 
 
_diameter._tcp.ocs1    1D SRV 0 0 3868 ocs1 
_diameter._tcp.ocs2    1D SRV 0 0 3868 ocs2 
_diameter._sctp.ocs1   1D SRV 0 0 3868 ocs1 
_diameter._sctp.ocs2   1D SRV 0 0 3868 ocs2 
 
_diameter._tcp.pref    1D SRV 0 0 3868 pref 
_diameter._tcp.npref   1D SRV 0 0 3868 npref 
_diameter._sctp.pref   1D SRV 0 0 3868 pref 
_diameter._sctp.npref  1D SRV 0 0 3868 npref 
 
realm.com.             1D IN NAPTR 50 50 "s" "aaa:diameter.tcp" "" _diameter._tcp.ocs1 
realm.com.             1D IN NAPTR 50 50 "s" "aaa:diameter.tcp" "" _diameter._tcp.ocs2 
realm.com.             1D IN NAPTR 50 50 "s" "aaa:diameter.sctp" "" _diameter._sctp.ocs1 
realm.com.             1D IN NAPTR 50 50 "s" "aaa:diameter.sctp" "" _diameter._sctp.ocs2 
realm.com.             1D IN NAPTR 50 50 "s" "aaa:diameter.tcp" "" _diameter._tcp.pref 
realm.com.             1D IN NAPTR 50 50 "s" "aaa:diameter.tcp" "" _diameter._tcp.npref 
realm.com.             1D IN NAPTR 50 50 "s" "aaa:diameter.sctp" "" _diameter._sctp.pref 

realm.com.             1D IN NAPTR 50 50 "s" "aaa:diameter.sctp" "" _diameter._sctp.npref 

realm.com.             1D IN NAPTR 50 50 "s" "aaa:diameter.tcp" "" _diameter._tcp.ocs1 
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6.5.4.1.2 Specifying a SCTP Peer listening socket  

To add in a SCTP peer listening socket the following line is added to the NAPTR records 

 

The host name of the peer is added in the highlighted area. 

6.5.4.2 SRV Records 

The SRV records specify the listening port address and a link to the IP address information. The first 

SRV record field should correspond to the last field specified in the NAPTR record.  

6.5.4.2.1 Specifying a TCP Peer listening port  

To add in a TCP peer listening port the following line is added to the SRV record.  

 

6.5.4.2.2 Specifying a SCTP Peer listening port  

To add in a SCTP peer listening port the following line is added to the SRV record.  

 

6.5.4.3 A Records 

The A records specify the listening IP address information for both SCTP and TCP. The first A record 

field should correspond to the last field specified in the SRV record.   

 

 

6.5.5 Applying DNS record changes 
To apply the DNS changes to the system the user needs to restart the DNS server. This is achieved 

via the following command line 

 

 

  

realm.com.             1D IN NAPTR 50 50 "s" "aaa:diameter.stcp" "" _diameter._stcp.ocs1 
 

_diameter._tcp.ocs1    1D SRV 0 0 3868 ocs1 
 

_diameter._stcp.ocs1    1D SRV 0 0 3868 ocs1 
 

 ocs1                   1D IN A         192.168.4.100 
 
 

 service named restart 
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6.6 Peer Statistics 
The SVI-DSC provides a range of statistical data for each configured peer within the system. 

The peer’s statistics are stored in a MYSQL database to enable both internal and external 

monitoring of a peer’s activity. 

6.6.1 Available Peer Statistics 
The following table specifies the statistics available for each configured peer. The database 

contains historical data, the most current update of a peer’s statistical information is identified as 

the last entry in the database. 

The statistics are stored in the SQL table diameter_peer_stats 

For Remote Peers, The TXTRNS_xxx and RX_TRNS_xxx columns show the receive/transmit statistics 

between the SVI-DSC and the Remote Peer. 

For Local Peers, The TXTRNS_xxx and RX_TRNS_xxx columns are cumulative totals for all associated 

Remote Peers. 

All statistics counts/averages are from the time when the SVI-DSC was last started. 

Column GUI 
Description 

Type Descritption 

STAT_ID n/a BIGINT Unique identifier for each entry into the database 

TYPE n/a Varchar 
(3) 

L-local peer, R-Remote peer 

TIME Time Datetime The time when this statistics entry was recorded 

PEER_ID Peer Id Int 
(11) 

Unique instance value of the peer resource within 
the Diameter Stack 

PEER_NAME Peer Varchar 
(255) 

Unique name of peer, as configured 

PEER_STATE State Varchar 
(255) 

Local Peer –  
CLOSED – Local Peer is not listening for 
connections 
LISTENING – Local Peer is listening for connections, 
but no remote peers are connected (client or 
server) 
CONNECTED – Local Peer is listening for 
connections, and at least one remote peer is 
connected. 
Remote Peer –  
State of Peer as defined in Base Diameter Protocol 
CLOSED 
WAIT_CONN_ACK 
WAIT_I_CEA 
R_OPEN 
I_OPEN 
CLOSING  

PEER_STATE_REASON State Reason Varchar 
(255) 

If State is CLOSED, the reason the connection was 
dropped 

TIME_LAST_STATE Last Change Datetime The time at which the last state change took 
place. 

PEER_LIP Local IP Varchar 
(255) 

Local Peer – The SVI’s listening IP/port 
Remote Peer - The local IP/port of the connected 
socket to the peer 

PEER_RIP Remote IP Varchar Local Peer – n/a 
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(255) Remote Peer – The remote IP/port of the 
connected socket to the peer 

ORIGIN_STATE_ID Origin-State Int 
(11) 

Local Peer – The SVI’s current Origin-State-Identity 
Remote Peer - The Origin-State-Identity value 
received from the Peer 

TXTRNS_REQ_COUNT #Tx Req Int 
(11) 

The total number of Transaction request messages 
sent to the peer as part of an outgoing transaction 

TXTRNS_ANS_COUNT #Rx Ans Int 
(11) 

The total number of Transaction answer messages 
received from the peer as part of an outgoing 
transaction 

TXTRNS_MAX_CONCUR Tx Max 
Concur 

Int 
(11) 

The Maximum concurrent outgoing transactions 
outstanding to the peer 

TXTRNS_REATTEMPT_
COUNT 

#Tx Reatt Int 
(11) 

The number of outgoing Transactions that were 
reattempted 

TXTRNS_ERR_COUNT #Tx Err Int 
(11) 

The number of outgoing Transactions that 
completed with a Result-Code that was not ‘2001-
Success’ 

TXTRNS_CURR_TRNS #Tx Curr Int 
(11) 

The current number of outstanding outgoing 
transactions on the peer 

TXTRNS_RTRIP_AVG Tx RTP Avg float The average round trip time of an outgoing 
transaction in milliseconds 

TXTRNS_RTRIP_MAX Tx RTP Max Int 
(11) 

The largest round trip of an outgoing transaction 
in milliseconds 

TXTRNS_RTRIP_MIN Tx RTP Min Int 
(11) 

The smallest round trip of an outgoing transaction 
in milliseconds 

TXTRNS_REQ_PS_AVG Tx Rq/s Avg float The average number of outgoing transactions/sec 
on this peer, since the SVI was started 

TXTRNS_REQ_PS_MAX Tx Rq/s Max Int 
(11) 

The maximum number of outgoing 
transactions/sec on this peer 

TXTRNS_REQ_PS_MIN Tx Rq/s Min Int 
(11) 

The minimum number of outgoing transactions/sec 
on this peer 

RXTRNS_REQ_COUNT #Rx Req Int 
(11) 

The total number of Transaction request messages 
received from the peer, as part of an incoming 
transaction 

RXTRNS_ANS_COUNT #Tx Ans Int 
(11) 

The total number of Transaction answer messages 
sent to the peer, as part of an incoming 
transaction 

RXTRNS_MAX_CONCUR Rx Max 
Concur 

Int 
(11) 

The Maximum concurrent incoming transactions 
outstanding from the peer 

RXTRNS_REATTEMPT_
COUNT 

#Rx Reatt Int 
(11) 

The number of incoming Transactions that were 
reattempted 

RXTRNS_ERR_COUNT #Rx Err Int 
(11) 

The number of incoming Transactions that 
completed with a Result-Code that was not ‘2001-
Success’ 

RXTRNS_CURR_TRNS #Rx Curr Int 
(11) 

The current number of outstanding incoming 
transactions from the peer 

RXTRNS_RTRIP_AVG Rx RTP Avg double The average round trip time of an incoming 
transaction in milliseconds 

RXTRNS_RTRIP_MAX Rx RTP Max Int 
(11) 

The largest round trip of an incoming transaction 
in milliseconds 

RXTRNS_RTRIP_MIN Rx RTP Min Int 
(11) 

The smallest round trip of an incoming transaction 
in milliseconds 

RXTRNS_REQ_PS_AVG Rx Rq/s Avg float The average number of incoming transactions/sec 
on this peer 

RXTRNS_REQ_PS_MAX Rx Rq/s Max Int 
(11) 

The maximum number of incoming 
transactions/sec on this peer 

RXTRNS_REQ_PS_MIN Rx Rq/s Min Int 
(11) 

The minimum number of incoming 
transactions/sec on this peer 
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6.6.2 Viewing the Statistics 

There are two views for reviewing the peer’s statistics, current view and historical view 

The current view shows the current state and statistics of the peer. Navigate to Diameter > 

Configured Remote Peers. 

 

The historical view shows the history of the peer statistics over time. Navigate to Diameter > 

Statistics. 
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7.0 Diameter Routing Table  
The following section defines how to setup the routing of diameter transaction requests on the 

SVI_DSC 

7.1 Diameter Routing Table Resource 
The diameter routing resource allows for the configuration of the routing tables. The routing table 

is based on a best match engine. With multiple instances defined in the routing table the entry 

which is selected is determined by the largest number of routing attributes that are matched in a 

single instance of the table. The matching routing attributes are destination realm, destination host 

and application Id.  

An entry which does not have any of the routing attributes defined can be used as a default route.  

7.1.1 Attributes 
The diameter routing resource has the following attributes 

Attribute Description Type Values Cfg 
action 

Description Unique name for each 
resource instance 

String   

Status Specifies the status of the 
resource 

Enum Niu 
Oos 
Start 
Ins 

SC 

Diameter 
Stack 

Specifies the diameter stack 
the routing table belongs to. 

Resource 
Pointer 

 MR 

Realm Specifies the contents of the 
request’s destination-host 
AVP to match for routing  

String  RT 

Realm Match 
Options 

Realm string matching 
options 

Enum Regex 
Match-Case 
Non-Match 

RT 

Host Specifies the contents of the 
request’s destination-host 
AVP to match for routing  

String  RT 

Host Match 
Options 

Host string matching options Enum Regex 
Match-Case 
Non-Match 

RT 

AppIds Specifies using an integer 
range the Application 
Identifiers to match for 
routing, i.e. 1-3,6 

String  RT 

Routing Set Specifies the routing set  XML Element: Peer-Route  

Message Specifies the message set for 
this routing table 

XML Element: Message-Match  

Bind For future use XML Element: Binding-Match  

Options Resource specific options Enum Normal-Routing 
DSSME 
SNMP-Trap 

RT 

Origin-Realm Specify the originating realm 
match/check for executing 
routing rule. Contents of 
Origin-Realm AVP is used 
from incoming message. 

String  RT 

Origin-Realm 
Match 
Options 

Origin-Realm matching 
options 

Enum Regex 
Match-Case 
Non-Match 

RT 
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Origin-Host Specify the originating host 
match/check for executing 
routing rule. Contents of 
Origin-Host AVP is used from 
incoming message 

String  RT 

Origin-Host 
Match 
Options 

Origin-Host matching options Enum Regex 
Match-Case 
Non-Match 

RT 

Incoming 
Peer 

Specify the incoming peer 
match/check for executing 
routing rule 

  RT 

Incoming 
Peer Match 
Options 

Incoming-Peer matching 
options 

Enum Regex 
Match-Case 
Non-Match 

RT 

Max 
Reattempts 

The maximum number of 
outgoing reattempts that 
will be made - across all 
possible outgoing routes - for 
an incoming transaction 

Integer(3
2 bit) 

Default: 1 RT 

Reattempt 
Result-Codes 

If a remote peer responds 
with one of these Result-
Codes the transaction will be 
reattempted on an alternate 
peer if available 

String Default: 3004 RT 
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7.2 Routing Types 
The SVI-DSC uses weighted routing to allow for percentage load sharing across prioritised peers. A 

routing set contains multiple peers. The SVI-DSC uses two variables (weight and priority) applied to 

each peer in the routing set. Each routing table instance has its own routing set. 

7.2.1 Round Robin 

Round Robin Routing evenly spreads the transaction requests across the available peers in the 

routing set.  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.2.2 Weighted Round Robin 

Weighted Round Robin Routing allows for the routing of requests over a routing set to be 

distributed in a percentage manner. The following shows that two peers have a weight of 1 and the 

third peer has a weight of 2. This will distribute the traffic on a ratio of 50% to server A, 25% to 

server B and 25 % to server C 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

SVI-DSC 

Server A 
(weight = 1) 

Server B 
(weight = 1) 

Client  
 

Server C 
(weight = 1) 

1,4,7 2,5,8 3,6,9 

SVI-DSC 

Server A 

(weight = 2) 
Server B 

(weight = 1) 

Client  
 

Server C 

(weight = 1) 

1,2,5,6 3,7 4,8 
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7.2.3 Priority Routing 
Priority routing can setup priority on each peer that should be selected depending on the priority of 

the peer. The peer with the lowest priority number will always be used first. If this peer becomes 

unusable the next lowest priority peer will be used. The priority number indicates 1st,2nd,3rd etc 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

The above shows three servers with different priority levels. Server A has a priority level of 1 (1st), 

B priority of 2 (2nd) and C priority of 3 (3rd). If server A is available all traffic will go to Server A, if 

Server A fails then all traffic will go to Server B etc. 

7.2.4 Combining Weighting and Priority 
A routing subset can be divided into additional priority subsets allowing for the application of 

weighted routing over peers with the same priority level. The following diagram shows this 

functionality 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

SVI-DSC 

Server A 
(weight = 1) 

(priority= 1) 

Server B 
(weight = 1) 
(priority=1 

Client  

 

Server C 
(weight = 2) 
(priority=2) 

Server D 
(weight = 1) 

(priority=2) 

Priority Group 1 Priority Group 2 

SVI-DSC 

Server A 

(priority = 1) 
Server B 
(priority  = 2) 

Client  
 

Server C 
Priority = 3 
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In the above example Server A and Server B both have a priority of 1 and a weighting of 1 and 

Server C and Server D have a priority of 2 and weighting of 2 and 1. 

If a server is available in priority group 1 the requests will be sent to priority group 1 and load 

shared appropriately. If all servers in priority group 1 become unavailable then the requests will be 

sent to priority group 2 and load shared accordingly.  

7.2.5 Least Lode 

The least lode routing algorithm selects from the routing set the peer that has the least amount of 

outstanding transactions. In this configuration the weight is used to calculate the percentage of 

distribution of traffic depending on current active transactions. 

7.3 Reattempts 
The SVI_DSC will reattempt the incoming transaction to a new outgoing transaction under certain 

circumstances. The following section describes each of the mechanisms for which the SVI-DSC may 

reattempt the transaction. 

7.3.1 Route Failure 
If an outgoing transaction is outstanding on a particular peer and the peer connection fails the SVI-

DSC will reattempt the outgoing transaction on the next route as defined by the routing table.  

7.3.2 Transaction Timeout 

If an outgoing transaction request has not received an answer within the configurable transaction 

timer, the SVI-DSC will reattempt the outgoing transaction depending on the value of Tretry. The 

routing can be configured to attempt a number of retransmissions on the same peer before 

attempting the next peer available as defined in the routing table.  

7.3.3 Reattempt on Result-Code reason 

A list of Result-Code AVP values can be configured to request for retransmission on an alternate 

route if the received Answer Result-Code for the transaction matches an entry in this list. 

7.3.4 Transaction Timeout Failure 

A timer (Transaction) can be configured on the incoming transaction to deem the maximum 

duration of the incoming transaction before it is identified as failed. 
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7.4 Reattempt Examples 
This section describes some scenarios in how the reattempt configuration can be used to provide 

different reattempt examples 

7.4.1 Reattempt on Result-Code 

In this example a system is setup to reattempt on an alternate route if a peer returns a transaction 

answer of Result Code value 3001. 

Client   SVI-DSC   Server A   Server B 
 
 Request   Request 
 
 
    Answer 
    Result-Code = 3001 
 
    Request   
 
 Answer      Answer 
 Result-Code=2001     Result-Code = 2001 
 
 
 
 
On reception of the incoming Request the SVI-DSC will chose the outgoing peer dependant on the 

routing set configuration. If the corresponding Answer result code is equal to the reattempt result 

code list the SVI-DSC will attempt to retry on the next peer available peer as determined be the 

routing set configuration.  

This procedure will continue until a Result-code is returned that is not in the reattempt result-code 

list or if all peers in the routing set have been attempted or the configured routing-sets 

maxreattempts is exceeded. If for the mentioned reasons the SVI-DSC cannot get a valid response 

the SVI-DSC will respond with DIAMETER-UNABLE-TO-DELIVER. 
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7.4.2 Outgoing Transaction Timeout 
In this example a system is setup to reattempt on an outgoing route if no response is received 

within the peer’s Tretry period. A maximum number of reattempts will be tried on the same peer 

depending on the peer’s maxreattempt attribute’s value. If this is exceeded an alternate peer is 

attempted depending on the routing set configuration. The first successful transaction answer back 

will be relayed to the incoming request. 

Client   SVI-DSC   Server A   Server B 
 
 Request   Request (hbh = a) 
 
     
    Request (hbh=b) 
     
 
    Request (hbh=c) 
     
 
 Answer   Answer (hbh=b) 
     
 
      
 
This process will be repeated across the routing set until one of the following actions occur. 

 If the routing set’s maxreattempt is exceeded no more reattempts will be attempted.  

 On the reception of the first transaction answer, if the Result-Code is not in the 

retransmitted reattempt list, this answer will be set back to the incoming request. If the 

answer’s result-code is in the reattempt list, the transaction will be reattempted on an 

alternate peer if this peer has not already been attempted within the transaction session. 

 If the routing set’s Ttransaction timer expires the incoming Request will be answered with 

Result-Code DIAMETER-UNABLE-TO-DELIVER. 
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7.5 Configuring the Routing Table 
The following section describes how to configure the routing table. 

7.5.1 Showing the Configured Routing Table 
To see the current configured routing table configured through a wizard go to Configuration > 

Wizards > Diameter > Routing Table. A table is displayed showing the current configured routing 

table. 

 

7.5.2 Configuring a New Routing Table Entry 

To configure a new remote peer through the remote peer wizard navigate to Configuration > 

Wizards > Diameter > Routing Table >  

The following form will appear. 

 

Enter into the form the following data 

1) In name add in a unique memorable name for the routing table entry 

2) From the diameter stack list select the diameter stack the routing entry is to be applied to 

3) In the Host field enter the host name of the incoming transaction request for this routing 

table 

4) In the realm field enter the realm of the incoming transaction request for this routing 

table. 

5) In the AppIds enter the application identifiers from the incoming transaction request for 

this routing table. 

To save the configuration, select the               button. 
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7.5.2.1 Configuring 

Additional 

Routing Table 

Information 

The routing table wizard creates an instance of the routing table resource. Additional attributes 

may be associated with the resources that are not viewable through the wizard. The wizard will 

configure these attributes to a default operational value.  

If the user wants to change these values then the following steps are taken. Navigate to 

Configuration > Wizards > Diameter > Routing Table and select the routing table instance to have 

extra configuration. 

At the bottom of the form is an expandable window   

If this field is expanded the following extra information is displayed 

 

Select the resource name which requires the extra configuration and the full resource configuration 

form is displayed 

 

The user can now configure the extra available attributes associated with the remote peer 

resource. 

Any attributes that have been configured through the wizard are not available to be configured in 

this form. 

When the configuration changes have been made the changes can be saved by pressing the  

    button. 
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To add the newly configured remote peer to the system, select the                  button.   

7.6 Message Contents Match Attribute 

The routing table can have assigned to it a list of diameter commands and contents of these 

commands that need to be matched to match this instance of the routing table. 

These messages are modelled in XML through the GUI. 

7.6.1 Message Contents Match XML configuration 

The following sections define the message contents match XML definition 

7.6.1.1 Message-Match 

Element 

The top layer <message-match> element defines a list of diameter messages that if one of them 

match, the routing table is actioned. 

Name Type Repeat Description 

Message Element Yes This element defines the message   
 
Element: Message  
 

 

7.6.1.2 Message 

Element 

The <message> element defines the message 

Name Type Repeat Description 

Command Attribute 
 
String 

No This attribute defines the messages command code 
as specified in the dictionary.     
 

AVP Element Yes This element contains a list of AVPs that can identify 
the required AVP contents that also have to match. 
For grouped AVPs the AVP path can be nested.  
 
Element: AVP 

 

7.6.1.3 AVP Element 

The <avp> element defines the contents of the message. For grouped AVPs the AVP elements can 

be nested. 

Name Type Repeat Description 

Name Attribute 
 
String 

No This attribute defines the AVP name as specified in 
the dictionary.     
 

Contents Attribute No This attribute contains the contents of the AVP that 
need to be matched. 
 
For integer values an integer range can be added   

Regexp Attribute No For string AVPS a regular expression can be added to 
determine the match 

AVP Element No For grouped AVPs a nest of elements can be applied 
to identify the group. 
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7.6.2 Configuring Message Content Match Attribute 

The following section describes how to set up the message matching in the GUI. 

To configure the message content match attribute, from the derived resources table select the 

Message attribute  

 

The left hand window shows the XML schema that the XML needs to be compliant with. The right 

hand window contains the configured XML. This window can be cleared by selecting the               

button. To load an example XML template into the XML window the                         button is 

pressed. 

To check the compliance of the entered XML, click in the schema window and the Status: field will 

indicate if the XML is valid. 

Once completed press the              button.                                    
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7.7 Routing set Attribute 
The routing subset is configured through XML through the GUI. The following section defines these 

configuration options 

7.7.1 Routing Set XML definition 

The following section defines the Routing Set XML definition. 

7.7.1.1 Peer-Route 

Element 

The <peer-route> element is the top XML element which contains a list of routing-set elements. 

Name Type Repeat Description 

Routing-Set Element No This element defines the routing-set  
 
Element: Routing-Set  
 

 

7.7.1.2 Routing-Set 

Element 

The <routing-set> element contains a list of peers within the routing-set 

Name Type Repeat Description 

maxreattempts Attribute 
 
Integer 

No This specifies the maximum reattempts allowed for 
this routing-set before the transactions is deemed as 
failed. 
 
Default = 1 
 

Ttransaction Attribute 
 
Integer 
 

No This specifies the total time in seconds allowed for 
the incoming transaction before the transaction is 
deemed as failed. 
 
Default = 10 

Retrycause Attribute 
 
Integer List 

No This specifies a list of return result codes that if 
returned by the selected outgoing peer an alternate 
route from the routing-set will be attempted 

Type String 
 
ENUM 

No This specifies the type of routing being used across 
the routing-set. 
 

 Wrr : Weighted round robin 

 LeastLoad: least lode 

Peer Element  No List of peers within routing-set 
 
Element: peer 
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7.7.1.3 Peer Element 

The <peer> element defines a peer within the routing-set 

Name Type Repeat Description 

Peer-name Attribute 
 
String 

No This contains the configured name of the peer 
belonging to the routing-set 
 

Maxreattempts Attribute 
 
Integer 

No This contains the number of attempts that can be 
performed on the peer for retransmissions. 
 
Default: 1 

Tretry Attribute 
 
Integer 

No If this timer is configured to a time larger than 0, on 
expiry the request transaction will be reattempted 
on this peer. If the number of reattempts on this 
peer exceeds the maxreattempts value the request 
transaction will be attempted on an alternate route.  

Weight Attribute 
 
Integer 

No This specifies the weight of the peer within peers of 
the same priority 
 
Default : 1 

Priority Attribute 
 
Integer 

No This specifies the priority of the peer within the 
routing-set 
 
Default : 1  
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7.7.2 Configuring Routing Set Attribute 
The following section describes how to set up the routing set in the SVI-MS. 

7.7.2.1 Identifying 

Remote Peer 

Names 

To assist with configuring the routing set, the configured name of the remote peer needs to be 

identified to be added into the XML. This is easily achieved by using the Export Command in the 

Wizard Remote Peer window.  

Navigate to Configuration > Wizards > Diameter > Remote Peer and select all. Next select the  

  button and a spreadsheet of all configured remote peers will be downloaded.                        

The names of the remote peers can then be used in the XML peer-name. 

To configure the routing-set, from the derived resources table select the Routing Set attribute  

 

The left hand window shows the XML schema that the XML needs to be compliant with. The right 

hand window contains the configured XML. This window can be cleared by selecting the               

button. To load an example XML template into the XML window the                         button is 

pressed. 

To check the compliance of the entered XML, click in the schema window and the Status: field will 

indicate if the XML is valid. 

Once completed press the              button.                                    
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7.8 Session Binding 

Session binding allows for a number of transactions from a particular source to be bound to a given 

peer for the duration of the session. A session is identified as being started by identifying a given 

requests profile including message contents to bind all subsequent transactions containing this 

profile to a given peer.  

Session binding is seamlessly integrated into Squire DSC. The user only needs to enable it against 

one or more DRT (Diameter Routing Table) entries. The start and end of a binding are predefined 

for Credit Control messages. 

To enable session-binding in DSC, set a non-empty string against "bindinterface" attribute. 

Note: The sessions are checkpointed automatically across the planes in a redundant DSC. 

 

7.8.1 Important Parameters 
The following parameters are important to control a session binding instance. 

Name Type Resource Description 

maximumsessionduration Attribute 
 
Integer 

Diameter 
Stack 

This attribute in minutes contain the 
maximum time the session will be 
determined as active. Once expired the 
session will be removed from the session 
table. 
 

bindinterface Attribute 
 
ENUM 
 

Diameter 
Routing 
Table 

This attribute determines if session-binding is 
enabled or not. A non-empty string enables 
session-binding. Best practice is to name the 
interface that requires session-binding. Eg: 
bindinterface=”Gy” 
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7.8.2 Configuring Session Binding Attribute 
The following section describes how to set up the session-binding in the SVI-MS. 

 

Then click Create/Recreate button and Commit. 
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7.8.3 Checking bound active sessions 
 

tel CLI allows printing of the bound active sessions details and their count:               

#tel 

>show info dia 0 sessions 

'Diameter Stack' #0 'diaPref' 

Sessions 

Session id=[0] h-name=[Session-Id;1] state=OPEN icpeer=3 ogpeer=2 oggroup=0 

> 

> 

>show info dia 0 sessioncount 

'Diameter Stack' #0 'diaPref' 

Sessions - Count: 1 

>q 

# 
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8.0 Transaction Data Records (TDR) 
The SVI-DSC produces into the SQL database, Transaction Data Records which provide a detailed 

record of each transaction through the SVI. 

8.1 Transaction Data Records Contents 
The following table specifies the information contained in a TDR. The TDRs are stored in the table 

diameter_TDR. 

Column GUI 
Decription 

Type Description 

TRANS_ID n/a BIGINT Unique identifier for each entry into the database 

START_TIME Start Time Datetime Time at which the incoming transaction request was 
received on the SVI 

STOP_TIME Stop Time Datetime Time at which the incoming transaction request was 
answered 

IC_PEER_NAME Incoming Peer Varchar 
(255) 

The name of the remote peer resource the incoming 
transaction was on. 

OG_PEER_NAME Outgoing Peer Varchar 
(255) 

The name of the remote peer resource the outgoing 
transaction was on. 

LC_PEER_NAME Local Peer Varchar 
(255) 

The name of the local peer resource the incoming 
transaction was on. 

TDR_RESULT n/a Int 
(11) 

The integer value of the internal result of the 
transaction attempt 

(0) TDR_SUCCESS:- The transaction was 
successfully routed through the SVI 

(1) TDR_NO_ROUTE:- No route was defined for 
the transmission of a transaction request 

(2) TDR_INVALID_PACKET: The incoming request 
was rejected due to an invalid packet 

(3) TDR_INVALID_MSG:- The incoming request 
was rejected due to an invalid diameter 
message 

(4) TDR_LOOP_DETECTED:- The incoming 
request was rejected due to a loop being 
detected. 

(5) TDR_REATTEMPT:- The incoming request for 
a peer to peer connection was reattempted. 
A new TDR will be created for the 
reattempt. 

(6) TDR_THROTTLED :- The Transaction did not 
proceed because the transaction was 
throttled at the SVI Diameter stack 

(7) TDR_TIMEOUT:- The Transaction failed due 
to a timer expiry 

TDR_RESULT_T
EXT 

SVI Result Varchar 
(255)  

A text representation of the TDR_RESULT code 

RESULT_CODE Rslt-Code Int 
(11) 

Value of the Result-Code AVP contents as received 
in the outgoing transaction 

RESULT_CODE_
TEXT 

Rslt-Code Varchar 
(255) 

Textual representation of the Result-Code AVP 

CC Cmd-Code Int 
(11) 

Contains the value of the incoming requests 
Command Code 

CC_TEXT Cmd-Code Varchar 
(255) 

Contains a textual representation of the Command 
Code, as a Request. 

APP_ID App-Id Int 
(11)  

Contains the value of the Application Identifier in 
the diameter header of the incoming request. 

APP_ID_TEXT App-Id Varchar 
(255) 

Contains a textual representation of the Application 
Identifier of the incoming request 
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IC_REQ_H2H IC HbH-Id Int 
(11) 

Contains the value of the incoming transaction’s 
Hop-by-Hop identifier 

OG_REQ_H2H OG HbH-Id Int 
(11) 

Contains the value of the outgoing transaction’s 
Hop-by-Hop identifier 

E2E E2E-Id Int 
(11) 

Contains the value of the transaction’s End-to-End 
identifier 

IC_RTRIP IC-RTrip Int 
(11) 

Time in milliseconds of the roundtrip for the 
incoming transaction  

OG_RTRIP OG-RTrip Int 
(11) 

Time in milliseconds of the roundtrip for the 
outgoing transaction 

RETRY_COUNT Retries Int 
(11) 

Number of times the incoming transaction was 
retried  

ROUTING_RULE Route Varchar 
(255) 

This contains the name of the SVI Routing Table 
entry which was used to route the transaction 

IC_REQ_ORIG_H
OST_NAME 

ICR Or-Host Varchar 
(255) 

This contains the contents of the incoming request’s 
Origin-Host AVP 

IC_REQ_ORIG_R
EALM_NAME 

ICR Or-Realm Varchar 
(255) 

This contains the contents of the incoming request’s 
Origin-Realm AVP 

IC_REQ_DEST_H
OST_NAME 

ICR Dst-Host Varchar 
(255) 

This contains the contents of the incoming request’s 
Destination-Host AVP 

IC_REQ_DEST_R
EALM_NAME 

ICR Dst-Realm Varchar 
(255) 

This contains the contents of the incoming request’s 
Destination-Realm AVP 

OG_REQ_ORIG_
HOST_NAME 

OGR Or-Host Varchar 
(255) 

This contains the contents of the outgoing request’s 
Origin-Host AVP 

OG_REQ_ORIG_
REALM_NAME 

OGR Or-Realm Varchar 
(255) 

This contains the contents of the outgoing request’s 
Origin-Realm AVP 

OG_REQ_DEST_
HOST_NAME 

OGR Dst-Host Varchar 
(255) 

This contains the contents of the outgoing request’s 
Destination-Host AVP 

OG_REQ_DEST_
REALM_NAME 

OGR Dst-
Realm 

Varchar 
(255) 

This contains the contents of the outgoing request’s 
Destination-Realm AVP 

IC_ANS_ORIG_H
OST_NAME 

ICA Or-Host Varchar 
(255) 

This contains the contents of the incoming answer’s 
Origin-Host AVP 

IC_ANS_ORIG_R
EALM_NAME 

ICA Or-Realm Varchar 
(255) 

This contains the contents of the incoming answer’s 
Origin-Realm AVP 

OG_ANS_ORIG_
HOST_NAME 

OGA Or-Host Varchar 
(255) 

This contains the contents of the outgoing answer’s 
Origin-Host AVP 

OG_ANS_ORIG_
REALM_NAME 

OGA Or-Realm Varchar 
(255) 

This contains the contents of the outgoing answer’s 
Origin-Realm AVP 

IC_REQ_FLAGS Req Flags Int 
(11) 

Contains the incoming request’s diameter header 
flags 

IC_REQ_FLAGS_
TEXT 

Req Flags Varchar 
(255) 

Contains a textual representation of the diameter 
header flags 

IC_ANS_FLAGS Ans Flags Int 
(11) 

Contains the incoming answer’s diameter header 
flags 

IC_ANS_FLAGS_
TEXT 

Ans Flags Varchar 
(255) 

Contains a textual representation of the diameter 
header flags 

SESSION_ID Session-Id Varchar 
(255) 

The Session-Id AVP from the incoming request 

TRN_PCAP n/a Varchar 
(255)  

This contains the wireshark filter which can be used 
to identify the transaction in a PCAP file. 
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8.1.1 Viewing the Transaction Data Records 
To view the Transaction Data Records navigate to Diameter > TDRS. The following table will be 

shown. 

 

8.1.2 Detailed Transaction Data Record View 
A single transactions data can be displayed in greater detail by selecting the         icon next to the 

desired TDR record. 

On selection of this icon a detailed record will be displayed 
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8.1.3 Showing Transaction Protocol Information 
The SVI-MS provides the ability to open up the protocol information of a particular transaction in 

wireshark enabling the inspection and drill down into the transactions messages. For this 

functionality to work, wireshark must be installed on the user’s machine. 

To inspect the transaction information the           icon is selected next to the desired transaction 

data record.  

 

A pop up window will be displayed indicating the PCAP files which the transaction messages are 

contained in. Select the filter button and follow the instructions to open the transaction messages 

in wireshark.
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9.0 Data Management 
The Data Management feature allows configuration of policies for managing large data sets. 

Managing data is supported for tables in SQL databases with time columns, which covers all periodic 

SQL data. Configurations can prevent over-use of disk space, make queries on data execute more 

quickly and can remove data from data sets for use in analysis. 

9.1 Usage 

To view the feature interface, open Settings > Administration using the pop out menu on the right 

hand side. The relevant panel is Data Management. 

9.1.1 View Configurations 
Existing configurations are shown with the Resource and Script Type in a list. The Resource refers 

to the data table being managed and the Script Type describes when and how management will be 

applied. 

 

Further details for a given configuration can be viewed by using the edit functionality described 

below. 

9.1.2 Add Configuration 

Clicking the  button will open a dialog where the Script Type can be selected. 

 

Script/Action Types are a combination of two parts: 

1. The Behaviour to perform on the data. e.g. Archive 

DB Rows 

2. The Condition that must be met in order to trigger 

the Behaviour. e.g. (Duration) 

There are 6 available Script/Action types which are a 

combination of 3 Behaviours and 2 Conditions. Behaviours 

The rows affected by a given Behaviours (actioned rows) are 

specified by the Condition used to trigger the behaviour. 

The Behaviours and Conditions are expanded on in later 

sections. 
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When a Script Type is selected various contextual options 

appear in the dialog. 

To configure a TDR table to archive rows older than 30 days 

the shown options could be used. 

Clicking the Done button saves the configuration. 

 

 

 

9.1.3 Edit Configuration 

This can be accessed by clicking on the icon in the list of Configurations. This will open the 

dialog menu for that configuration. 

The dialog behaves like the Add dialog, but the currently configured values are also displayed and 

can be edited. 

9.1.4 Remove Configuration 

By selecting one or more configurations using the checkbox on the left side of the list of 

configurations, a  button becomes available. By clicking the delete button with one or 

more Configurations selected, configurations can be removed from the system and will no longer 

execute. This will not necessarily stop tasks in progress at the time of removal as this behaviour is 

determined by cron. 

9.2 Behaviour 

9.2.1 Archive 

Archiving copies all actioned rows to a separate archive database and deletes the rows in the 

original database. The archive database name is the name of the original database with "_archive" 

appended. The table has the same name. 

This behaviour does not free up space but can make database operations quicker while still 

preserving the ability to query the data (via the table in the archive database). Archived data can 

be safely removed at a later time. Delete behaviour could be set up to do this automatically. 

9.2.2 Delete 
All actioned rows are removed. 

9.2.3 Dump 

Actioned rows are written to a file via a mysqldump command and removed from the original table. 

The file is named after the original schema and table. The directory used is hard coded to 

/home/squire/archive/scheduled and the file name reflects the origin table. 

9.3 Conditions 
Behaviours are triggered when a Condition is fulfilled. Conditions also specify the data affected by 

Behaviour. Two conditions are available: 
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1. The Row Count condition triggers when the number of rows in a table exceeds a configured 

threshold. The actioned rows are the earliest recorded rows over the threshold. 

2. The Duration condition triggers a policy where rows were recorded more than a configured 

length of time ago. The actioned rows are all rows recorded before this point. 

 

9.4 Mechanism 

 New configurations are written to the /etc/cron.hourly folder as a script invocation. 

 The cron service then runs each configuration once each hour. 

 Each combination of Action and Condition has a specific script; these are deployed when 

svi-ms-gui-dra is installed and are made available to the GUI via a file located at 

/home/squire/gui_config/cron_script/CronScriptConfig.xml. This file could be edited to 

add futher scripts. 

 The file name and content in configuration files in /etc/cron.hourly follow a pattern and 

are read by the GUI to display the current configuration, and to allow edits. 

 The script files generated by the GUI can be manually copied elsewhere and restored later 

as long as the CronScriptConfig.xml file is unchanged or edits are compatible. 
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10.0 DSSME (Diameter Squire Manipulation Engine) 
 

The SVI-DSC provides a mediation function that allows for the manipulation and steering of 

Diameter messages solving interoperabiity issues, providing access control, network topolgy hiding 

and advanced routing among other functions. 

Mediation is implemented by the creation of Rules that allow for the inspection of the Diameter 

messages against a match criteria.  

Mediation is defined by XML file(s); these files can be uploaded to SVI using GUI. The files are used 

by XML resources within SVI. The XML resources are attached to Diameter Remote Peers that 

originate the Request (regardless of trigger type) to be manipulated.  

The match criteria can be made on the following 

 Diameter Header contents 

 AVP contents 

 If the AVP is present or not 
 

The contents of the AVP can be matched against a number of given criteria 

 Exact match 

 Ranges 

 lists 

 Operations like smaller,larger, not equal 

 Regular expression matches. 
 
For further details on this topic please consult our SVI-DSC Diameter Mediation Guide. 

 
 

 

10.1 XML file and XML resource 

 

The rules are defined (offline, by the use of an editor) within one or more XML files based on 

instructions provided within SVI-DSC Diameter Mediation Guide.  

An XML resource needs to be created via GUI, then the XML file uploaded, validated and made 

active in order for SVI to start the defined manipulations. 

The rule then must be applied to one or more Remote Peers. 
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10.1.1 Creating the very first XML Resource 

 

In case the system hasn’t got any XML resource configured yet, this can be added like below: 
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10.1.2 Creating a new XML resource 

 

Navigate to Configuration tab, then Resources and scroll down to XML. Click the “New” button on 

the next screen and fill in the Name and Description, leave the Status as Start. 

 

Type must be Diameter XML for the rules. 

Plane must be Pref or Npref. Normally a rule should be applied regardless of the plane, so each 

rule will have to be created twice (once for Pref and once for Npref). 

File Type STP_SSME_XML_FILE means that the file will be uploaded in the next step. 

Validation Sub-Type must be D-SSME for manipulation rules. 

Validation Type is always VLD_XSD_SCHEMA. 

Validation File is present on SVI_DSC under /home/squire/.xml/schema/DSSME_new.xsd 

In order to upload the XML file, click on the “Configure” link beside filename attribute. 

Click “Select file” button and browse the PC for the file and click Open. 
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Once uploaded, a new row will display a dated copy of the uploaded file. The file needs to be 

validated; this is done by clicking on “>>>” button on the right side. 

 

 

Once validated, manipulations defined within this file can be activated by ticking the “Set Active” 

check box. 

 

Finish the configuration by clicking: Done, Done, Commit. 
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10.1.3 Showing Configured XML Resources 

 

To see the currently configured XML Resources configured go to Configuration > Resources > XML.  

A table is displayed showing the currently configured XML Resources. 

 

 

 

10.1.4 Removing an XML Resources 

 

To delete a currently configured XML Resources navigate to Configuration > Resources > XML as 

above. A table is displayed showing the currently configured XML Resources. Tick the checkbox 

beside the resource to be deleted and click “Delete”. 
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10.1.5 XML Resource Attributes 

 

The XML Resource has the following configurable attributes: 

Attribute Description Type Values Cfg 
action 

Name Unique name for each resource 
instance 

String  MR 

SNMP Alarm 
Severity 

Alarm severity for SNMP traps 
generated  

Enum  RT 

Status Controls the status of the local 
peer 

State 
R/W/NS 

NIU,OOS,Start Status 
Control 

Description Unique name for each resource 
instance 

String  MR 

Type The behaviour type of the 
configured XML resource. 
Must be set to Diameter XML 

Enum XML 
Diameter XML 

MR 

Plane Diameter XML Only - the system 
plane (and hence diameter stack) 
that this XML file relates to 

Enum Pref 
NPref 
No Plane 

MR 

File Type The type of XML file that 'filename' 
is. Set this to indicate to the SVI 
how to parse this file 

Enum VLD_SSME_XML_FIL
E - A SIP SSME XML 
File 
STP_SSME_XML_FIL
E - An STP SSME 
XML File 
GUI_EDIT_XML_FILE 
- An XML File 
editable in the GUI 
VLD_GUI_EDIT_XML
_FILE - An XML File 
editable in the GUI 

RT 

Validation Sub-
Type 

The sub-type of XML file that 
'filename' is. Set this to indicate to 
the SVI how to parse this file 

Enum STP-SSME - A STP 
SSME XML File 
D-SSME - An 
Diameter SSME XML 
File 
SIP-SSME - A SIP 
SSME XML File 
Carrier-List - A 
Carrier-List XML 
File 

RT 

Validation Type The mechanism for validating the 
XML file 'filename'. Default is XSD 
Schema and should not normally 
be modified 

Enum VLD_XSD_SCHEMA RT 

filename Name an path of the XML file String  RT 

Validation File optional - the full path to the 
Validation File (e.g. for schema - 
the xsd). Normally read from the 
XML file or handled internally 

String  RT 

Associated XML Name an path of an associated XML 
file configured as another XML 
resource. 

Resourc
e(XML) 

 RT 

ssmeoptions options that are used when the 
resource config is committed (not 
validated) 

BitMask Validate 
Run Tests 
 
 

RT 
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New Output File 
Check Resource 
Names 

ssmedebug debug level used when the 
resource config is committed (not 
validated) 

BitMask Err 
Info 
Critical 
Eng 
Oam 
Log 
Report 
Write To LogFile 
All 

RT 

ssmeThreshold 
usec 

Sets the SSME threshold for look-
ups in the SSME, if exceeded then 
the Input and Path is displayed in 
the log file. 

Micro 
Seconds 

 N/A 
(Read 
Only) 

ssmeMaxTime usec Shows the Maximum time of a call 
to the SSME.  Set as micro secs.  

Micro 
Seconds 

 N/A 
(Read 
Only) 
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10.2 Configuring DSSME on Remote Peer 

 

After the file has been made available to SVI-DSC as above, those rules need to be applied to 

certain Remote Peers. This is done via Configuration tab, Resources page. 

Navigate to Diameter Remote Peers and select the peer you want to apply the rules to. This must 

be the peer that originates the request that needs to be manipulated. 

Scroll down to “DSSME Xml” attribute and select from the dropdown list the XML resource created 

earlier. 

 

Finish the configuration by clicking: Done, Commit. 
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10.3 Debugging Levels 

 

The following table specifies the debug which should be active to enable Squire Support to quickly 

and effectively investigate an issue: 

Issue Task Discriminator SubSystem 

Diameter protocol/message 
issue 

Diameter DIS_DIAMETER_RX 
DIS_DIAMETER_TX 

MSG | DIAMETER 

DNS related issue DNS 
Diameter 

DIS_DIAMETER_RX 
DIS_DIAMETER_TX 

IP-TPT | MSG | DNS | 
DIAMETER 

XML related issue XML 
Diameter 

DIS_DIAMETER_RX 
DIS_DIAMETER_TX 

IP-TPT | MSG | 
DIAMETER | GENXML 

Further details engPrint   

 


